CISCO Networking
Building the workforce of tomorrow.
Cisco Networking Academy is an IT skills and career building program for learning institutions and
individuals worldwide. More than 5.5 million people have joined the Networking Academy and become a
force for change in the global economy since 1997.
From secondary schools to universities to community organizations, more than 9000 institutions in 170+
countries offer the Networking Academy curriculum. It is the flagship program of Cisco Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) efforts. Together, we are building the workforce of tomorrow.

About CISCO Networking ?
Cisco Networking , a global education initiative from Cisco Systems, offers networking programs, like
the (Cisco Certified Network Associate) CCNA , (Cisco Certified Network Professional) CCNP courses
and (Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert) CCIE.
Here is the brief info about the CISCO Certification tree.

Cisco Career Certifications
We offer five levels of network certification: Entry, Associate, Professional, Expert and Architect, the highest level of
accreditation within the Cisco Career Certification program.

Entry
Both the CCENT and the CCT certifications serve as starting points for individuals interested in starting a career as a
networking professional.

Associate
The Associate level of Cisco Certifications can begin directly with CCNA for network installation, operations and
troubleshooting or CCDA for network design. Think of the Associate Level as the foundation level of networking
certification.

Professional
The Professional level is an advanced level of certification that shows more expertise with networking skills. Each
certification covers a different technology to meet the needs of varying job roles.

Expert
The Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) certification is accepted worldwide as the most prestigious networking
certification in the industry.

Architect
Cisco Certified Architect is the highest level of accreditation achievable and recognizes the architectural expertise of
network designers who can support the increasingly complex networks of global organizations and effectively
translate business strategies into evolutionary technical strategies.

CISCO Engineer Salary/ Remuneration Range:
In Asian countries like India the average salary for CISCO Network Engineer is in between Rs 5.0 lacs –
Rs 7 lacs per year for fresher’s. Like any other discipline; the salary depends on various different factors
like No. of years’ Experience, Employer Type, City, Company Size, Certifications etc.
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